**Macheca SLC clarify alcohol directives**

by Pat Haslin
Staff Reporter

Stressing non-disciplinary "transformation" in ordinary cases the Student Life Council has agreed on a clarification of Deans of Students John Macheca's recent alcohol directives.

The clarification, agreed to unanimously at yesterday's Council meeting, provides for the possibility of heavy disciplinary action in serious cases.

"I think it serves our purposes," Pat McLaughlin, student body president said during the meeting. Macheca agreed that it suited the administration and that he only wanted to make sure that everyone understood the situation.

The statement, which is a clarification of the previous rule, not a rule itself, reads:

1) If a student drinks or openly possesses alcohol in public places on the campus he/she should expect to be confronted by other members of the University community. Depending upon the response of the students and the circumstances involved, such situations will not normally result in official disciplinary action.

2) There may be situations involving the violation of the alcohol rules that will be of a more serious nature. Some of these will occur within the residence halls, and hopefully most will be handled within the hall with the knowledge of the Dean of Student Affairs.

3) Social events involving alcohol will be limited to members of the community who are 21 years old and over.

The alcohol guidelines approved by the SLC last year remain in effect for any gatherings where alcohol will be present. Under those guidelines, no advertising of events or parties involving alcohol is permitted on campus.

Fr. David Shlaver explained that the first paragraph is aimed at action within residence halls and, hopefully, most will be handled within the hall with the knowledge of the Dean of Student Affairs.

Pat McLaughlin pointed to the phrase "drinks or openly possesses alcohol in public places," and "will not normally result in official disciplinary action" as the most important ones. "As long as the students understand there should be no problems," he said.

(continued on page 7)
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**Kissinger warns: 'World on brink of depression'**

By BRUCE W. MUNN
UNITED NATIONS (UPI) - Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger warned Monday that the world is on the brink of economic collapse and called on the oil-producing nations to roll back prices.

"The world is poised on the brink of a return to the unprecedented economic nationalism which accompanied the collapse of economic order in the '30's," Kissinger told the representatives of 138 nations at the United Nations General Assembly.

"The early warning signs of a major economic crisis are evident. Rates of inflation unprecedented in the last quarter century are sweeping developing and developed nations alike. The world's financial institutions are staggering under the most massive and rapid movement of reserves in history."

"And profound questions have arisen about meeting man's most fundamental needs for energy and food."

Kissinger gave his chilling economic doomsday forecasts in a 46-minute speech that was delivered in an almost monotonous, matter-of-fact tone. He was applauded only once, for 15 seconds when he finished. As he walked back to his seat, many in the spectators' gallery reached out their hands to congratulate him. The Soviet delegation politely clapped. The Chinese sat stonily in their seats.

At about the same time Kissinger spoke, President Ford was in Detroit warning that the upward spiral of oil prices could provoke worldwide depression and suggested they could even lead to war.

Kissinger said the United States was working closely with several oil-producing nations to diversify their economies. But, he said, a long-range solution required understanding between consumers and producers.

"The world cannot sustain even the present level of prices, much less continuing increases," he said. "The prices of other commodities will inevitably rise in a never-ending inflationary spiral. Nobody will benefit. Oil producers will be forced to spend more for their own unsold imports.

"Unlike food prices, the high cost of oil is not the result of economic factors, of an actual shortage of capacity or of the free play of supply and demand. Rather it is caused by deliberate decisions to restrict production and maintain artificial prices."

"What has gone up is political decision which can be reduced by political decision." Kissinger repeated Ford's promise to the U.N. last week that the United States would substantially increase its food aid to needy countries this year despite Washington's efforts to reduce its budget.

He said the United States would propose at the world food conference in Rome in November the development of unused land and water, substantially boosted world fertilizer production, mobilization of scientific and technical resources to meet demands of the year 2000, rebuilding of worn-out food re- serves to free the planet from the vagaries of weather and hefty food aid.

Kissinger also pledged that the United States would:

-Work closely with Israel and the Arabs for Middle East peace and cooperate with "all interested countries" within the framework of the Geneva peace talks.

-Play a more active role in attempting to settle the Cyprus crisis.

-Submit specific proposals for safeguards against the diversion of fissionable plutonium from peaceful uses to the manufacture of nuclear weapons.

-Pursue seriously the Strategic Arms Limitation talks with the Soviet Union aimed at "controlling and reducing the levels of nuclear arms."
Nixon enters hospital for leg ailment

By JAMES J. DOYLE

LONG BEACH, Calif. (UPI) -- Former President Richard Nixon was admitted to Long Beach Memorial Hospital Monday for treatment of a painful ailment in his left leg.

The President motored from his Clementine home a short distance down the coast, arriving at the hospital at 1:35 p.m. PDT. It had been expected that he would use a helicopter and there was no explanation for the change in plans.

He was taken immediately to a sixth-floor section of the hospital to undergo a series of tests and treatment for painful blood clots and inflamed veins in his left leg—an ailment called thrombophlebitis.

Waiting newsmen were not permitted to photograph or speak to Nixon who was escorted by a group of Secret Service men.

Nixon came in a four-car caravan and got out of his vehicle and walked into the hospital, showing no signs of illness.

---

Correction

A n e r r o r h a s b e e n m a d e o n t h e Cinema '75 posters for the Alfred Hitchcock Film Festival.

The correct schedule is as follows:

- Sunday - "The 39 Steps"
- Monday - "Spellbound"
- Tuesday - "Foreign Correspondent"
- Wednesday - "Shadow of a Doubt"
- Thursday - "Dial M for Murder"
- Friday - "Psst!"
- Saturday - "North by Northwest"
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Regents consider presidential candidates, appropriate funds

by Mary Jasca
St. Mary's Editor

Interviews with two college presidential candidates, Dr. Paul J. Reiss, vice-president for academic affairs at Fordham University and and Dr. Francis J. Mertz, executive vice president at St. Peter's College, New Jersey, highlighted St. Mary's Board of Regents meeting this weekend.

Additional candidates will be recommended to the Regents by the Presidential Search Committee within four to six weeks, according to student representative to the Board Carol Collins.

The final decision will be made by the Corporate Board of the college based on the recommendations of the Board of Regents. The Corporate Board is headed by Sr. Kathleen Anne Nelligan, superior general of the Congregation of the Holy Cross. No date has been set for the announcement of a new president.

The Regents appropriated approximately $75,000 for personnel, a fire safety system and equipment maintenance of the new computer center. An additional $57,000 was appropriated to carpet the dining hall and student dorms.

The Board also passed a two percent cost of living increase in faculty salaries. According to Acting President Dr. William Hickey, "this will not be added to the basic salary of a faculty member, but is to be considered a supplement to fatty income during this period of excessive inflation."

Two annual $1000 scholarships, in honor of alumna Dymphna Balach were established. The Dymphna Balach Scholarship and the Catherine and Paul Balach Scholarship will be awarded each year to a music major and business administration major, respectively.

Board members also formed a Capital Needs Committee to obtain funds from individuals and foundations for a new recreational facility, continued Hickey. Plans for the proposed facility will be ready by the end of this month. Revision of the college by-laws, which is hoped to clarify the lines of responsibility between the college, Board of Regents, and the Congregation of the Sisters of the Holy Cross, was also discussed. The Regents will consider specific recommendations at a future meeting.

---

WEEKEND JOB
Indiana's Largest Lake Developer Needs Several Ambitious Seniors Or Grad Students To Work Weekends

Thru October Near Lake Wawasee.

Gas Paid. Free Housing. Minimum $50
CALL C. STONE (219)636-7189

Tough club to get into.

Today Through Friday Noon and Evening Meals North and South Dining Halls

The Marines are looking for a few good men.

Apply now for leadership training this summer.
Community complains about litter, noise and obscenities near local bars

Obscene language, excesive noise and littered lawns are the main objections to students frequenting local bars, Professor Arthur Quigley, president of the Northeast Neighborhood Council, said yesterday.

He noted the problems are compounded by people carrying beer out of the taverns and leaving campus to drink. Students worse since more students are not new to the community this year and that Notre Dame students are not entirely to blame.

The Northeast Neighborhood Council is also interested in the upkeep of the houses in which Notre Dame students live in. Quigley mentioned several houses that are becoming rundown and eye sores for the community.

Yet the president of the council praised a number of off-campus students in the area for taking excellent care of their houses. "A large portion of them (the students) are very good community people," he said.

According to Huddle Manager Thomas Grogan, the prices on these items has been increased three times in the last four weeks due to new pricing by Nabisco. Grogan added that no supplier price guarantees are available for any long term arrangement.

"The Huddle makes a profit only to cover handling and bookkeeping," said Grogan, who formerly directed the food service at King's College at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Grogan sees no change in business for the Huddle because of higher prices. "Both constant supply and demand have been maintained since school began," he said.

He noted that the Huddle serves students who want a snack for TV watching and that off-campus students use of a food co-op would not affect the turn-over of his products.

He cited a number of advantages at the Huddle. Although selection has been reduced, variety is being maintained by dropping and adding of products. This has caused a higher rate of turnover, since freshness of products, formerly a problem, has been improved.

Grogan added that the Huddle does not engage in "on-the-shelf" price hiking as do most-commercial outlets. "Once an item is on the shelf for sale, it will be left for sale, while its higher priced replacement waits to be stocked."

Results of yesterday's survey:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>HUDDLE A.A.P</th>
<th>KROGER T-MART</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 1/2 oz. Triscuit</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 oz. Fig Newton</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 oz. Cheerio</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 oz. Honey Maid</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 oz. Ginger Snaps</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 oz. VeriThin Pretzels</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 1/2 oz. Bisco Sugar Wafers</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 oz. Lorna Doone</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rise in Huddle prices is comparable to that of other stores. The recent price increases were due to higher prices by the suppliers. (Photo by Dave Daley)

SWEENEY'S SHAMROCK SHIRTS ARE IN

ALL SIZES — WHILE THEY LAST

no price increase

Year after year, semester after semester, the CollegeMaster from Fidelity Union Life has been the most accepted, most popular plan on campuses all over America.

Find out why.

Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster Field Associate in your area:

1005 E. LaSalle
South Bend, Ind.
Phone 287-2327

Huddle prices lower in survey

by Norman E. Bewer
Staff Reporter

Contrary to rumors, the increased prices on cookies and crackers at the Huddle are in keeping with local and national rate hikes.

The prices on a number of Nabisco snack items were compared at the Huddle, A & P on Eddy St., and Kroger and Thrift-Mart on S.R. 23. Although the Huddle was found to be the highest priced on four of the eight surveyed goods, there was no indication of price manipulation.
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Augustine Passions

Dear Editor,

Re: Mr. Hugh Harman

Somewhere in between the Grotto, St. Augustine and Drapian Dogma I got lost. Are you really serious about your reading of St. Augustine? I refer to the only St. Augustine who views the ideal as a situation where one can "beget his children without suffering passion" (City of God, XIV).

Even Notre Dame will let you have passion after you've married (the Irish influence, no doubt?).

Sincerely,

Steve Bell

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Golden Misnomer

by ray ramirez

Now that the first shock waves of surprise, exhilaration, and disgust have subsided, freshmen and upper-classmen alike can begin to appreciate some of the finer points of life returning to this campus. Though I must admit, such fine points do seem rare and shy, we fall in to pursue them again. We must care for the instant expansion of the social scene, while just as many may curse a fate that has led them to a near-desert in a land of unpeopled thrust. Leave such considerations to the ex-perts of extravertas and rather seek the more seduced and in-considerate state of a return to campus.

Consider, if you will, the name game at Notre Dame. We all have names of one sort or another, whether they be the binomial nomenclature of the Anglo-Saxon tradition, the inanity of Saint names of the Catholic tradition or the ad-infinatum surnaming of the Latin tradition. Some are good, decent, solid names and some are names just begging to be picked apart and reassembled as some hollering sort of nick-name, but no matter what they are, they hold a certain importance to us. It is this fact that makes it so demeaning to suddenly find yourself, after four-years in high-school of most recognized and green-faced friends, an outcast of namelesness freshmen. You see the upperclassmen. They are all good friends and joke and swear and carry-on in a most familiar manner. They seem to know each other's name, but do they really?

Listen closely. Those aren't names; those are various body parts and references to sultry pasts and clapped remnants of once substantial crinistings. Their names are no more. They are now known to each other by what we call "nick-names," but this title is almost too trite for the implications in a new name. It is more than a harsh label: perhaps its acquisition is more akin to a sort of primordial tribal initiation, wherein a change in life or status is often accompanied by a change in name. The name is your identity, though it really shouldn't be, and thus people can only speak about others in terms of their nick-names. Somewhere about your person nauty must either change or else become painfully obvious to everyone around you to effect some image. Perhaps speech mannerism or a constant use expression leads to a new name, perhaps it is something unusual about your appearance may be it is that piece of spinach on your teeth.

Still, one does need a designation of some sort, and you cannot approach someone on a personal basis without first addressing him or the ingenuous among freshmen listens to the conversations and picks up the names: the tall one is "Ham," the fat one is "Worm," and so on. The continuity underlying this fresh fresh feels is he sufficiently primed with the labels of the upperclassmen and can now approach them on a friendly basis. The name may walk in on a communal discussion of diminishing returns on the true value of Kierkegaard and display his willingness to be one of the gang. "Heya, Wretch...how's it goin'?"
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Certain members of the Observer staff attended a press conference with Angela Davis—Friday afternoon at the Black Students Cultural Center. Ms. Davis was speaking on behalf of the National Alliance against Racism and Political Repression. In March of this year she was arrested on charges of kidnapping, murder, and conspiracy in connection with the announcement incident involving Jonathan Jackson, a judge, and two black convicts. She was apprehended two months after the incident in Cleveland and spent sixteen months in jail. She was released on bond five days before she was not supposed to stand trial. In June, 1972, an all-white jury found Angela Davis innocent of all charges.

When we came in the Black Students Center, we found Ms. Davis seated on the edge of the sofa, her elbows resting upon her knees, very much relaxed and at ease with the black students that she was talking with. She is tall, very slender, and wears a large Afro. She was dressed in a maroon t-shirt and black corduroy jeans and was wearing turquoise jewelry, wooden beads, and gold hoop earrings. One thing we noticed right away was that she was smoking a pipe, and later we saw that she had a piece of gold stone embedded in the left side of her nose.

Ms. Davis appeared to be very tired; one of her eyes was bloodshot and she had put drops in it, but she was willing to talk to us. She talked about the movement, and as was what we had expected, yet we could sense the intensity behind her soft-spoken manner, especially when she talked about the oppression of black people in this country and in the world.

Ms. Davis told us that she was willing to struggle. That's only the way in which we can survive. I'm not talking about the few black people that have made it; I'm talking about unemployment is that she was smoking a pipe, and later we saw that she had a piece of gold stone embedded in the left side of her nose.

Ms. Davis told us that she was willing to struggle. That's only the way in which we can survive. I'm not talking about the few black people that have made it; I'm talking about unemployment is that she was smoking a pipe, and later we saw that she had a piece of gold stone embedded in the left side of her nose.
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Ms. Davis stood up to talk to us. She talked about the movement, and as was what we had expected, yet we could sense the intensity behind her soft-spoken manner, especially when she talked about the oppression of black people in this country and in the world.
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Ms. Davis told us that she was willing to struggle. That's only the way in which we can survive. I'm not talking about the few black people that have made it; I'm talking about unemployment is that she was smoking a pipe, and later we saw that she had a piece of gold stone embedded in the left side of her nose.

Ms. Davis stood up to talk to us. She talked about the movement, and as was what we had expected, yet we could sense the intensity behind her soft-spoken manner, especially when she talked about the oppression of black people in this country and in the world.
Du Lac receives research grants

The University of Notre Dame has accepted $198,476 in awards for the month of August for individual faculty research projects and for innovative educational programs.

$58,116 from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) for study of the influence of blade loading on "aerodynamic response of a cascade" by Dr. Hafiz Atassi, associate professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering.

$29,000 from NASA for coordinated design of cooling and modulation systems by Dr. James L. Massey, Frank M. Freimann professor of electrical engineering.

$25,000 from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) for study of the structure and mechanisms of heart enzymes by Dr. Jeremiah P. Freeman, chairman and professor of chemistry.

$17,970 from NIH for study of isozymes of heart glutamate aspartate transaminase by Dr. Marino Martinez-Carrion, professor of chemistry.

$8,650 from the Ford Foundation for study of the age value of children to natural and adoptive parents by Dr. Richard A. Kurtz, professor of sociology and anthropology.

$5,000 from Phi Beta Psi Sorority for a cancer research project conducted by Dr. Kenyon B. Tweedell, professor of biology.

$5,000 from the U.S. Small Business Administration for a program of management consultant assistance for small business administered by Dr. Frank Vanden, assistant dean of the College of Business Administration.

Security spends most time ticketing

by John Shaughnessy
Staff Reporter

Seventy-five percent of the Notre Dame Security Department's time and manpower is spent in controlling student traffic violations, according to director Arthur Pears.

"The main problem is that students don't read the traffic rules and regulations found in the student manual," explained Pears.

"The most common violations the security office has faced involve parking within the marked lines, parking in undesignated areas such as faculty and staff lots, and blocking of entrances and exits.

"The frequency of parking violations is not due to inadequate space," claimed Pears. "In fact, parking section C-4 has been especially set aside to handle the overflow of vehicles from other lots," he pointed out.

"Fines for violations range from $1 for minor parking violations to $50 for failure to register one's vehicle. If the violator fails to pay the penalty fee to the Traffic Violations Bureau, located on the ground floor of the Administration Building, the amount is added to the student's account. Appeals of tickets are also made at the Traffic Bureau."

Pears urged the estimated 3000 registered vehicles owners to familiarize themselves with the rules and regulations. "A major proportion of the traffic difficulties could thus be solved - a result beneficial to all parties involved," he said.

Psych meeting to be held on September 24

All undergraduate psychology students casually or seriously interested in pursuing graduate studies in psychology should attend a meeting Tuesday September 26th at 6:30 in 119 Haggar Hall. Questions will be answered concerning application, tests, and other matters concerning graduate schools in psychology.

Boy's home choir schedules concert

The choir of the world-famous Father Flanagan's Boys' Home will present a concert at 8:15 p.m. Wednesday, September 26, at Washington Hall. The program is sponsored by the Department of Music and is open to the public without charge.

"The concert choir, made up of homeless boys from all areas of the United States, is presently on a tour of the western states that has extended from San Diego to Canada and a return to Omaha through the midwest. When it returns home this fall the choir will have traveled more than 250,000 miles since it was organized in 1946."

From angelic soprano to resonant bass, the choirboys offer lilting Viennese waltzes, folk songs and calypso, musical comedy and classical polyphony. Each member is a bonafide citizen of the nationally famous Boys' Town founded by Father Flanagan in 1917 and now, directed by Rev. Robert Hupp. All attended a nine-week summer session so that schoolwork would not be missed during the tour.

Beginning with 20 musically ambitious boys, the choir has grown until today more than a third of the Home's population take part in the vocal music program. Three choirs, concert, repertoire and chamber, have been formed by Magr. Francis P. Schmitt, choral director.

The appearance of the choir at Notre Dame is a complimentary performance. Notre Dame's Glee Club performed last year at Boys' Town during a tour of western states.

And we can offer outstanding career opportunities in Engineering, Programming or Marketing.

We will be interviewing at The University of Notre Dame & Saint Marys College on Oct. 8, 1974.

To find out about IBM and let us find out about you, sign up for an interview at the Placement Office or write to: Mr. I.C. Pfeiffer, College Relations Manager, IBM Corporation, One IBM Plaza, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

IBM
An equal opportunity employer.
SLC discusses alcohol rules and party raids

(continued from page 1)
The Council considered and rejected two versions of a fourth point concerning possible penalties. One of the rejected proposals stated that penalties could run from a warning to being moved off campus, depending on the seriousness of the situation. The second proposal would have simply stated that the mention of a $50 fine in Macheca’s directive was “meant only as an example for the most serious cases.” The SLC decided that both additions would be superfluous.

McLaughlin felt that the first three clauses clarified things adequately as far as the students are concerned. “Students will know where they stand now,” he said.

The original directive was never meant to imply that $50 fines would be levied in every instance Macheka explained. “That was never intended to be a hard and fast penalty. It was just an example of how a very serious situation might be handled.”

In other action the Council accepted an official SLC statement prepared by McLaughlin and District IV representative Dennis Sullivan on the SMC party raid. This statement is reprinted in part A: “Raid St. Mary’s college had been incorporated as part of long-standing tradition. Formerly they were conducted spontaneously and in a sense of free spirit and good fun. Recently they have become an activity where the sense of good spirit has become secondary to physical destruction and psychological harm among the members of the SMC community brings this type of “fun” into question.”

While these unfortunate actions can be attributed to the actions of a minority of students on both campuses, the responsibility rests with all of us. It is our duty to see that the rights and property of all individuals are respected protected.

With this in mind, the members of the Student Life Council, students, faculty members, and administrators, ask that these semiannual comeos to an end. It is hoped that the members of the ND-SMC community will act appropriately in regard to this matter.”

Frank Flanagan, SLC chairman, has also written a letter of apology to St. Mary’s.

St. John Miram Jones, assistant to the provost announced that the rectoresses of the women’s dorms have agreed to unlock the main door at 6:00 p.m. on Friday this week. They will keep them closed at night because of very real security threats from off-campus, he explained.

CLASSIFIED ADS

LOST AND FOUND


Lost: blank wallet between Engineering and H. Dining Hall. I.D. no. 212554972. Reward if returned. Call 562-3347.

Lost: Shawn Neeland. Reward if found. Call 1644.


Lost: Saturday between faculty parking and Dillon, silver rings. Black stone, inscribed “Chris.” Call Frank, 1644.


Found: keys near Engineering Lab. 3995-2948.

WANTED

Need 6 fix it for Purdue. Call 272-7966.

Need desperately. 1 GA ticket to Rice game. Tom, 5598.

Need 1 Purdue OA or student fix. Has name engraved on barrel. Needed desperately by Maryellen. Call Frank 1015.

Desperately need 3 Purdue tickets. Call 272-9558.

Need driver for 3 year old in S. Bend. One hour per day, $20 per week. Call collect Sat mornings before 10 am. AC 312-453-3281.

Need riders to St. Louis or Kansas City. Leaving Thurs, Call Paul, 8856.

Need 2 GA Purdue tickets. Call 272-7725.

FOR RENT

1 or 2 singles off campus. 1021 Demond ave. 825 pm. total. 1 block from grocery, laundry, bldg. Call 232-2173.

FOR SALE

Honeymoon Pentax Spotmatic Telekon 1-82 mm lens, SMC 197-0076.


FOR SALE: PAIR OF TICKETS TO SEPT 36 ELVIS PRESLEY CONCERT. SECOND ROW, SECTION B BEST PRICE CALL 681 BETWEEN 9:00 AND 11:00 PM.

1970 Chevy stationwagon, low mileage, good condition, good on gas. 3997. 23d 484. Weekdays after 5:30 pm.

3 Prestige bleacher seats. Best offer. 277-6064 after 7 pm.

GORDON LIGHTFOOT

IN CONCERT

FRIDAY OCTOBER 11

8:30 p.m.

NOTRE DAME ATHLETIC AND CONVOCATION CENTER

TICKETS: $6.50, $5.50, $4.00

TICKETS GO ON SALE TOMORROW (WED) FROM 1:30 - 5:00 AT THE STUDENT UNION TICKET OFFICE IN LA FORTUNE, AND FROM 9:00 - 5:00 AT THE GATE 10 TICKET OFFICE AT THE A.C.C.
by Bill Delaney

Coach Noel O'Sullivan brought his Notre Dame Golf Team down to the beautiful campus of Michigan State Friday, but came away on the straight end of the putter, losing by a stroke to the already highly-touted hosts, 384-383. The Irish, led by Jim Cullin, were two-over par 72, gave Purdue a tough match, but opening-match jitters coupled with greens were definitely much much harder to hold up before. I was driving the ball well throughout my round, but my 75 included being four-over for the five par-three holes—something I never expected.

Baldied play among the top four provided O'Sullivan with some difficulty in deciding, as both Koprowski and Mike Kistner finished the day with scores of 76 and 75 respectively, with Koprowski hitting 15 greens in regulation. Ed Whalen and Rich Knee posted scores of 82 and 88, with Knee suffering four out-of bounds penalties. It's tough to include an 82 for the team score, but what else can you do?" commented O'Sullivan. "The outcome of the match could have changed after the 18th if you had different thinking on my part. I do know now it feels like to lose by a single point, as Bear Bryant did in the Sugar Bowl."

Perhaps the bright spot of the match was the competitive edge gained by the Irish. "We worked on the psychological edge all last week, and toward the end, you could see a difference in the team's play. We played a Purdue team Friday that had ten kids on full scholarship, and we came within a single stroke of beating them. They even had the home court advantage, and Knee and Whalen had never even seen the course before. I do think this match will make us a more solid team."

This Sunday, Purdue travels up to the Burke Course to meet the Irish. "We're all looking forward to playing Purdue up here, and we'll give them a good match," said a determined Burns. "We're gaining momentum with each round, and we'll be ready."

for the five par-three holes—something I never expected.

Jim Cullin's victory over Irish golfers by one stroke

Greg Corgan

The Irish Eye

Weekend results

It seems that the Irish schedule is shaping up a little tougher than most people originally counted on. In a week of upsets Irish opponents had two of the biggest. . .

Surprising Navy managed to hold off the Nittany Lions of Penn State 7-4 in one of the giant upsets. Of course Penn State tried its hardest to lose. The Lions fumbled seven times including five times within the Navy 15 yard line, and kicked off. But Batzman's four field goal attempts. The Midshipmen scored their only touchdown on a four yard pass from fullback Bob Jackson to wide receiver Robin Ameen. Navy Coach George Welsh put his team on a pretty good field. The big thing that kept us in the game, of course, were their errors. Miami of Florida, with the Irish tangle on October 26, upset the highly-touted Cougars of Houston 20-3. "We're no flash in the pan like last year's team," said Hurricane middle guard Ruben Carter. Miami's defense held Houston to a total offensive output, 239 total yards, in 55 games.

Elsewhere on ND's 1974 schedule, the Pitt Panthers used 168 yards rushing and two touchdowns from sophomore Tony Dorsett to overpower Georgia Tech 27-17. The Panthers upped their record to 2-0 while Tech dropped to 1-2.

The Michigan State Spartans continued to play some impressive football. MSU defeated the Orange Crush of Syracuse 40-0 on a two quarter honeymoon and a second period six pointers. The only thing the Spartans seem to be having trouble with is making the extra points. The Irish travel to East Lansing on Oct. 5 to face State.

The "softer" touches on the Irish schedule, Army and Rice suffered losses. Tulane's Green Wave inundated the Cadets 41-14. That comes as no surprise since Army barely got by Lafayette last week.

Rice lost to lowly Cincinnati at home and must play LSU next week before they face Notre Dame on Oct. 12. Al Conner will probably shoot a few more writers this week.

Air Force, ND's opponent on November 23 lost to Oregon 37-23 while the University of Southern California had an off week. The Trojans take on Pittsburgh in the Steel City next weekend.

Pitt continued to play the better football tying Miami of Ohio 7-7. The Boilers are next on the Irish schedule in what is traditionally a fighting contest and despite the slow start Alex Agase will have them ready for the five par-three holes—something I never expected.

No. Weekend Results
1.) Notre Dame
2.) Ohio State
3.) Oklahoma
4.) Alabama
5.) Michigan
6.) Texas
7.) Arizona
8.) USC
9.) Nebraska
10.) LSU
11.) Wisconsin
12.) Pittsburgh
13.) Texas A&M
14.) Miami
15.) Arkansas State
16.) Arkansas
17.) Penn State
18.) Tulane
19.) The rice
and the worst ten:
1.) Wake Forest
2.) Texas Tech
3.) Virginia Tech
4.) UCLA
5.) Utah
6.) Clemson
7.) Indiana
8.) Northwestern
9.) Southern Mississippi

Purdue gains victory over Irish golfers by one stroke

by George Eckes

Statistically, the Notre Dame JV football squad outplayed the visiting Wolverines from the University of Michigan Sunday, before a crowd that braved unseasonable cold weather in the Steel City. The Irish looked like they were on top of their game as they overwhelmed Nebraska, who was dumped by Wisconsin, LSU to Texas A&M at Baton Rouge, Maryland was beaten by Florida, Illinois upset Stanford, Arkansas lost to Oklahoma State at Little Rock and Iowa defeated UCLA 31-20.

The Irish Eye top twenty:

1.) Notre Dame
2.) Ohio State
3.) Oklahoma
4.) Alabama
5.) Michigan
6.) Texas
7.) Arizona
8.) USC
9.) Nebraska
10.) LSU
11.) Wisconsin
12.) Pittsburgh
13.) Texas A&M
14.) Miami
15.) Arkansas State
16.) Arkansas
17.) Penn State
18.) Tulane
19.) Rice

The board in the middle of the 3rd quarter as Freshman Nick DiCocco did some fancy footwork around the right end for an eight yard TD run. The Irish looked like they were on the comeback trail as Gary Forsythe, a freshman quarterback from Livonia M. opened the 2nd period with a screen pass to Mike Parszeghan who, behind good blocking rambled 30 yards for the score. The two point conversion failed as Forsythe tried to take it in himself and was brutally turned back in his attempt. Michigan then proceeded twice the game as they scored their final points on a 44 yard pass play.

Despite 10 fumbles and 2 interceptions the Irish did have some bright spots. High light would list would have to be the pass receiving of Dan Kelleher. The 5-11 sophomore caught 8 passes for 152 yards and most of those came while the Wolverine secondary was quite aware of the pass situation. Four Irish quarterbacks threw 43 times in the game, an amazing 37 times in the 2nd half. Most of those were aimed at Kelleher. Coach Dennis Murphy comments, "Dan played an exceptional game. He was constantly open all day. Along with our half-backs receiving those screen passes, I thought the passing game went well, considering everyone knew we were forced to 'go to the air'." Murphy also praised the offensive line. "They gave our quarterbacks plenty of time to have the ball, and blocked well against the Wolverine front line.

Gary Forsythe's arm proved a high point as he pitched in 11 of 14 for 144 yards, accounting for almost half of the 299 yards accumulated by the Irish through the air. The Irish will play Purdue in Lafayette next, but the date has not yet been set.

Women's golf

There will be a meeting of all girls interested in joining the Notre Dame women's golf team on Wednesday, September 25 at 7:00 p.m. in the Badin Hall Lounge.